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In recent months the broad question of whether and how Big Data could
contribute to the SDGs—in other words the intersection of these two hot topics in
the public development discourse—has received significant attention. Much of
this attention focuses on ways in which Big Data may help monitor the SDGs—
with examples of such uses being routinely put forward, in the area of poverty
monitoring using cell-phone activity for instance.
Measuring human outcomes using new kinds of data emitted by humans—the
bulk of which corresponds to what Sandy Pentland has referred to as ‘digital
breadcrumbs’, passively emitted structured data like credit card of phone
transactions—is indeed an area with considerable promise. But it also carries
significant challenges and uncertainties, risks even, and this approach alone
does not cover the whole spectrum of ways in which Big Data as a new
ecosystem could contribute to or hamper human progress as called for by the
SDGs.
To get a good understanding of the full scope of the question, it is useful to
unpack its terms and expose and discuss its underlying assumptions first, and
limitations then.
For the most part, the ‘Big Data and SDG’ question is framed as a measurement
issue—a monitoring issue. It reflects the argument that new kinds of digital data,
structured (such as call detail records) and unstructured (like the content of
tweets) could be analyzed to ‘say something’—complement, substitute—other
more traditional ways of measuring facets of human reality, be it mortality,
violence, hunger, etc. As hinted above, there is already a non-insignificant body
of evidence that Big Data indeed holds this potential—as the examples listed in
the attached table summarizes quite well.
Some sectors and related SDGs seem more amenable than others to being
monitored through Big Data—notably those that are (1) correlated with data
production of some kind (we all pay greater attention to our phone of electricity
consumption when facing financial constraints) and (2) that are currently
monitored through traditional means (providing ground truth). It is also possible if
not probable that SDGs deemed ‘important’ will receive greater attention. At
the same time it is also acknowledged that social media chatter and use hold
potential in the realm of social cohesion analysis falling under goal 16, for
instance, as does criminality prediction. In that sense Big Data could be quite
applicable to ‘new’ kinds of sectors and goals. It is also worth noting that other
uses—such as the tracking of Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing
through satellite imagery analysis 1 —is already a reality, and could become
standard practice in the next few years in some regions.
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By and large, the measurement approach further suggests—is based on the
assumption, rather—that one can only manage what one can measure, and
that measuring goes a long way towards impacting. This double assertion of
course comes with lots of caveats in terms of what is necessary vs. sufficient etc.,
but the SGDs, as the MDGs before them, would not exist in the absence of a
broad consensus on the fact that monitoring a variable (measuring and
tracking) has a causal although indirect effect on what is measured, because it
can be used for advocacy purposes, shapes incentives and policies etc. This is of
course best evidenced by the case of GDP, which since its invention in the 1930s
following the Great Depression, has become the alpha of omega of economic
policies—making its presence so central it need not be mentioned (rather we
talk about ‘growth’, or ‘the economy’). And indeed governments have since the
designed policies primarily meant to increase a variable created because it was
easy to measure in an industrial era.
An example of the importance of measurement is what happens to outcomes
that are cannot or are not measured—which are by definition or design
statistically invisible: the ecologically detrimental effects of pro (GDP) growth
policies are now well known, and led to the development of sustainability
indicators (some of which capturing fiscal sustainability that take into account
national savings and investment). And so it is hard to deny that measuring
matters, or can matter. But it is neither a sufficient—which everybody agrees
with—nor a necessary condition, which I will come back to, and it also very
much depends on the quality of the measurement—where ‘quality’ refers to the
‘qualitative nature’ of the measurement, including but beyond its being
accurate vs. inaccurate, considering process and agent issues.
If we stay for a moment in this realm of ‘SDG monitoring through Big Data’, a few
technical and institutional considerations are worth making. First, it is well know
and understood now that not everybody has a cell phone, or uses Twitter, such
that Big Data streams and sets, even with huge N, are typically non
representatives samples of the entire populations of interest. Sample bias
correction methods are being developed, which typically require ground
truthing data to be tested. This stream of work will use a blending of statistical
hypothesis based approaches (we can assume that Twitter data is even less
representative in Niger than in Norway) and machine-learning techniques (we
may find that geographic elevation plays a significant role in determining the
size and sign of sample bias when using cell-phone data activity to infer
population density for instance). A lot of investments and work will need to go
into developing robust methods of that kind if Big Data is to be used widely for
monitoring purposes on a sustained basis.
Another related challenge is access to the data—to the ‘Big Data’—in a
sustainable and stable manner. At the minute, a large chunk of what is
commonly referred to as Big Data is ‘owned’—or rather, ‘held’, by private sector
companies. The data provided to outside organizations and individuals are often
aggregated and ‘anonymized’ (although we also know the concept itself is
problematic2) as part of data challenges, or through personal connections; in
some cases they can only be accessed on site.
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There are of course good reasons not to share all personal data publically, but
the point is that the current way data sharing is done is ad hoc, unstable (in the
sense that it offers little predictability on future data access) and unsustainable (it
will not last). The development community is already eager to develop and test
innovative approaches to SGD monitoring, and this will be done through
dedicated, small, pilots in most cases. It will be important to ensure that issues of
data access and stability are ‘internalized’ in developing and planning for the
uptake of these pilots.
Another important and also related consideration that veers into political
territories is that of rights to the data. Holding and owning are different concepts;
a bank holds our money but does not own it. It can use and generate value from
it by investing it, but it stays ours (hopefully). The analogy is not water-tight but
there is currently a great deal of thinking around the future of the global data
system’s legal architecture, starting with a greater recognition that people
should have greater control of the rights to their data—the data they emit. What
a ‘New Deal on Data’ may exactly look like is yet unclear, but what is certain is
that it won’t look like today’s patchy and blurry landscape. Either because ‘we’
have collectively found ways to collect, store and share people’s data in ways
they are broadly happy with, or because the system will shut down, or implode.
Let’s reiterate the initial question and turning to the other side of the coin, or
rather to other pieces of the puzzle: How can/could Big Data contribute to the
SDGs; i.e. how could Big Data improve the outcomes measured by the SDGs.
One way is by contributing to monitoring these SDGs, as we have just discussed.
But as mentioned too, monitoring alone is not sufficient, and the specific
question of how and by whom measurements can be leveraged to influence
policies is still largely open, and part of the larger question.
For one, there will or could still be tensions between SDGs that simply monitoring
all of them in the best of ways won’t address. Groups will also denigrate some of
the goals and play on these tensions (arguing that environmental protection
comes at the expense of poverty eradication for instance). So, politics will still be
part of the picture, in ways that will be even more complex if and as ‘we’ have
more goals and (possibly) better measures of progress towards them. Arbitrating
will not be smooth, for sure.
There is also the added and centrally important fact that Big Data is not just big
data—but also tools and techniques that are largely developed and mastered
outside the reach and realm of traditional policymaking. I have argued that Big
Data is best captured through its 3Cs of Crumbs (data), Capacities (tools and
methods) and Community (that of emitters, analysts and users—the human
element). Considering Big Data as that (complex) system made up of these
interlaced interacting elements—the data, the tools and methods and the
people—adds depth and breath to the question. It brings up other questions.
A first subsequent question is who will be using Big Data to do the monitoring? Will
it still be governments? UN agencies? Private companies? Specialized NGOs? A
combination of all under new Public-Partner (or Public-Partner-People)
Partnerships? How, when? This clearly gets to the institutional shift that may arise
with the rise of Big Data as an ecosystem; not just making is possible and/or
easier to monitor better using the same actors and channels as before, the same
system, but by bringing out a whole new system.

Another related question is: how could Big Data contribute directly to the SDGs—
irrespective of their exogenous monitoring, endogenously, so to speak? It is often
assumed, as discussed above, that poverty can be to a good extent causally
attributed to poor poverty data, such that getting better poverty data would
contribute to reducing the object or outcome it measures—poverty—through
some channels. But—and this is where the unnecessity argument comes in—
measuring is not the only way to incentivize and spur change; if Norway stopped
measuring children mortality rates for 10 years it is doubtful that it would increase,
and it may keep decreasing as it has for decades.
There are several ways in which Big Data—both as data and more importantly as
an ecosystem—could contribute to socioeconomic changes that would
positively affect the outcomes captured in the SDGs. One is by leading to
changes in traffic laws and behaviors that would curb congestion for instance.
This example shows that it is not all about policies but can affect change through
people’s behaviors directly. Although hard if not impossible to quantify, it is likely
that a good share of the direct positive effect of Big Data on outcomes
measured by the SDGs will be attributable to non-policy actions—simply by
people using insights and suggestions derived from Big Data (Google Maps
estimates, algorithmic recommendations of when to see a doctor..) that are
largely unrelated to policies. Still, these are in the realm of ‘applications’—ways in
which Big Data helps ‘do stuff, concrete tasks, more effectively etc.
Another means through which Big Data will impact outcomes is through is effect
on people’s empowerment. Big Data can definitely disempower people—with
the technocrato-technological notion that it will provide a 36,000-foot and 360degree solution to all of the world’s problems, and that ‘people’ cannot and
need not understand Big Data, which enlightened leaders will best know how to
use for the greater good (a real issue in the ‘data for development’ movement).
But it can also be a force for greater political empowerment—because
governments and industry leaders will know or think they can and will be held to
greater accounts, that lying, stealing or slacking will come at a greater expected
price; also if or rather as people get greater control over the rights to their data.
A world where every individual is the ultimate owner of the rights to their data will
be a very different world than the one we know today, and whether and how
the SDGs are monitored, met or not met will be consequently changed
significantly.

Overall, this note has attempted to make the following points:
1. --Big Data streams can and will provide raw data to better monitor most
of the SDGs in the coming years;
2. --which SDG indicators are p[articularily Big Data-based is unclear but it
can be expected to result from a combination of technical-technological
fit and politics;
3. --Pilots should consider and address technical challenges, stability and
sustainability issues as well as institutional and legal aspects to the greatest
extent possible—beyond one shot solutionistic objectives;
4. --The act of monitoring some SDG through Big Data will most likely affect
the outcomes monitored, but politics will still largely determine how;
5. --it is unclear by whom and how this kind of monitoring will be done once
Big Data is correctly considered as a new ecosystem in its own right not
just big data
6. --Big Data will also affect outcomes directly by changing policies that
have an affect on the SDGs although they are not design spevifically and
expclicitely for the SDGs;
7. --Big Data will also affect outcomes directly by changing behaviors
outside of the realm of policies;
8. --Big Data can and should be approached and used as an
empowerment movement—starting by giving people greater rights over
their data, which would most likely have a positive effect on development
outcomes captured in the SDGs.

SDGs adopted by
the OWG
1. Poverty
eradication

Big data examples

What is monitored

How is
monitored
Satellite images,
night-lights

Country(ies)

Year

Global map

2009

Cote d’Ivoire

2013-4

Argentina

2013

Socio-economic
levels

Cell phone
records
Online prices at
retailers
websites
Cell phone
records

City in Latin
America

2011

Satellite data to estimate povertyi

Poverty

Estimating poverty maps with cellphone recordsii
Internet-based data to estimate
consumer price index and poverty
ratesiii
Cell-phone records to predict socioeconomic levelsiv

Poverty
Price indexes

2. End hunger,
achieve food
security and
improved nutrition,
and promote
sustainable
agriculture

Mining Indonesian Tweets to
understand food price crisesv
Uses indicators derived from mobile
phone data as a proxy for food
security indicatorsvi

Food price crises

Tweets

Indonesia

2014

Food security

A country in
Central Africa

2014

Use of remote-sensing data for
drought assessment and monitoring

Drought

Cell phone data
and airtime
credit
purchases
Remote sensing

2004

3. Health

Internet-based data to identify
influenza breakoutsix
Data from online searches to
monitor influenza epidemicsx
Detecting influenza epidemics using
twitterxi
Monitoring influenza outbreaks
using twitterxii
Systems to monitor the activity of
influenza-like-illness with the aid of
volunteers via the internetxiii,xiv

Influenza

Afghanistan,
India,
Pakistanvii
Chinaviii
US
China

2013

Japan

2011

Cell-phone data to model malaria

2008
2009

Influenza

Google search
queries
Online searches
data
Twitter

Influenza

Twitter

US

2013

Influenza

Voluntary
reporting
through the
internet

ongoi
ng

Malaria

Cell-phone

Belgium, Italy,
Netherlands,
Portugal,
United
Kingdom,
United States
Kenya

Influenza

2012

Advantages of using
big data
International
comparable data,
which can be
updated more
frequently

Cheaper data
available at higher
frequencies
Data available more
regularly and cheaper
than official data;
informal economy
better reflected

Real-time data;
captures disease cases
not officially recorded;
data available earlier
than official data

spreadxv
Using social and news media to
monitor cholera outbreaksxvi
Google dengue trendsxvii,xviii

7. Energy
8. Economy and
macroeconomic
stability

Dengue

Monitoring vaccine concerns to
help tailor immunization programsxix

Vaccine concerns

Monitoring vaccine concernsxx
Analysis of Twitter used to track HIV
incidence and drug-related
behavioursxxi
Satellite data to estimate electric
power consumptionxxii
Light emissions picked up by
satellites to estimate GDP growthxxiii
Using night-lights to estimate GDP at
sub-national levelsxxiv

Vaccine concerns
HIV, drugs use

Internet-based data to monitor
inflation in real timeiii

9. Build resilient
infrastructure,
promote inclusive
and sustainable
industrialization
and foster
innovation

Cholera

Map showing internet devices
which could be logged in using
default passwords or no passwords.
Despite biases towards unsecure
devices, the map may reflect online
usage around the world.xxv

data
Social and news
media
Web search
queries

media reports
(e.g., online
articles, blogs,
government
reports)
Twitter
Twitter

Haiti

2012

Argentina,
Bolivia,
Brazil,India,
Indonesia,
Mexico,
Philippines,
Singapore,
Thailand,
Venezuela
144 countries

ongoi
ng

US
US

2011
2014

2013

Data not available
otherwise; expensive
to collect data
through survey

Electric power
consumption
GDP growth

Satellite images

21 countries

1997

Regular updates

Satellite images

30 countries;

2012

GDP at sub-national
levels

Satellite images

China, India,
Turkey, US

2007

Inflation

Prices from
online retailers

2012

Map with internet
devices by location

Internet tools to
scan all
addresses of the
fourth version of
the internet
protocol

Argentina,
Brazil, Chile,
Colombia,
Venezuela
World

Informal economy
better reflected;
information available
at sub-national level;
improves estimates for
countries with poor
national accounts
data
Cheaper data
available at higher
frequencies

2012

Easier, cheaper,
quicker than internet
use surveys.
Disadvantages: illegal
and may not be able
to be reproduced with
the newest internet

10. Reduce
inequality within
and among
countries
11. Make cities and
human settlements
inclusive, safe,
resilient and
sustainable

13. Climate
change

Mapping socio-economic status by
analysing airtime credit and mobile
phone datasetsxxvi

Wealth and inequality

Airtime credit
purchases

Cote d’Ivoire

2013

Light emissions picked up by
satellites to estimate urban extentxxvii

Urban extent

Satellite images

Global

2005

Use of data from transport cards to
construct a picture of individual
journeys and how the bus and train
networks are used by the publicxxviii
Times series of satellite images of
flooded areas are used to identify
flood risk areasxxix
Analysis of the temporal evolution
of nightlights along the river network
to obtain a global map of human
exposure to floodsxxx

Transport use and
journeys

Transport cards
data

London, UK

Flood hazard and risk

Satellite images

Namibia

2014

Night lights as a proxy
for
population/infrastruct
ure along the river
network
Flood risk

Satellite images

Global

19922012

Satellite images

Nigeria, NigerBenue River

2014

Flood hazard and risk

Satellite images

2014

Flood impact

Cell phone
records
Twitter

Chamoli
district,
Uttarakhand,
India
Mexico
New York, US

2012

Using satellite imagery, GIS and
precipitation data to produce a
flood risk map along the NigerBenue riverxxxi
Using satellite remote sensing and
GIS techniques for flood hazard and
risk assessment in Chamoli district,
Uttarakhand, Indiaxxxii
Assessing flood impact with cell
phone recordsxxxiii
Analysis of Twitter data during
hurricane Sandy to identify which
data may be useful in disaster
responsexxxiv
Satellite scan to monitor population
and energy related greenhouse gas
emissionsxxxv
Satellite images to measure net
primary productionxxxvi,xxxvii
Methane observations made from

Tweets about the
hurricane

protocols
Disadvantage: no
ground truth data to
compare it with (last
censuses unreliable)
Globally consistent
way to map urban
extent; more regular
updates
More detailed and
more frequent than
survey data
Data available
frequently

2014

Separate emissions of
urban populations
from other sources;
more regular updates
Regular updates
Methane

Satellite

US

2014

16. Promote
peaceful and
inclusive societies
for sustainable
development,
provide access to
justice for all and
build effective,
accountable and
inclusive institutions
at all levels

Measures beyond
GDP

space combined with Earth-based
remote sensing column
measurementsxxxviii,xxxix
Use of mobile phone and
demographic data to predict crime
in Londonxl
See also
http://www.ipinst.org/media/pdf/
publications/ipi_epub_new_technol
ogy_final.pdf
Using the ‘Global Data on Events,
Location and Tone (GDELT)’, a news
stories dataset, to crunch the
numbers of violent events in a
conflictxli
Cell-phone records to predict socioeconomic levelsxlii

measurements

Crime

Mobile phone
and
demographic
data

London, UK

Violent events

News stories
database

Syria

2013/4

Data available more
regularly and cheaper
than official data;
informal economy
better reflected
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